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Abstract—In this paper, a new current source gate drive circuit
is proposed for power MOSFETs. The proposed circuit achieves
quick turn on and turn off transition times to reduce switching loss
and conduction loss in power MOSFETs. In addition, it can recover
a portion of the CV2 gate energy normally dissipated in a conventional driver. The circuit consists of four controlled switches and a
small inductor (typically 100 nH or less). The current through the
inductor is discontinuous in order to minimize circulating current
conduction loss. This also allows the driver to operate effectively
over a wide range of duty cycles with constant peak current—a
significant advantage for many applications since turn on and turn
off times do not vary with the operating point. Experimental results are presented for the proposed driver operating in a boost
converter at 1 MHz, 5 V input, 10 V/5 A output. At 5 V gate drive,
a 2.9% efficiency improvement is achieved representing a loss savings of 24.8% in comparison to a conventional driver.
Index Terms—Metal oxide semiconductor field effect transistor
(MOSFET), root mean square (RMS), zero voltage switching
(ZVS).

I. INTRODUCTION

I

N recent years there has been a trend to increase the
switching frequency beyond 1 MHz [1], [2] in low voltage
high current dc–dc power supplies. The objectives of this trend
are to increase the power density by decreasing the size of
passive components and to improve the dynamic performance.
Furthermore, it is well understood that as switching frequency
increases, both switching loss and gate loss increase. In the
past two decades, much work has been done on reducing,
or eliminating turn on switching loss through soft switching
techniques. However, in general, these techniques require additional components [3]–[5] and require snubber capacitors to
reduce turn off loss. Unfortunately, adding snubber capacitors
to reduce turn off loss, makes achieving zero voltage switching
(ZVS) at turn on more challenging for all line and load conditions. Furthermore, these techniques do not reduce gate
loss. Therefore, with some improvements achieved through
reduction in turn on switching loss, it is now essential to focus
some effort on reducing turn off switching loss and gate loss in
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order to continue to achieve greater power density and dynamic
performance.
A conventional gate drive circuit is illustrated in Fig. 1 to
drive a power metal oxide semiconductor field effect transistor
(MOSFET), . Its associated waveforms are given in Fig. 2.
With these drivers, all of the power MOSFET gate energy is disduring the
sipated. Energy is absorbed from the line source,
turn on of and then dumped to ground during turn off. Examonly contains
ining Fig. 2, it is clear that the line current,
a positive component and therefore, since there is no negative
component, there is no energy returned to the line.
For the conventional driver, the gate energy loss due to
is given
charging and discharging the gate capacitance of
represents the total gate charge,
is the
by (1), where
driving voltage and is the switching frequency
(1)
The gate energy is dissipated as RMS loss in: 1) the driver
switches
and
, 2) the external resistance,
, and 3)
the MOSFET internal gate mesh resistance, , of . This loss
component is well understood and is often called the CV gate
loss. In addition to the CV loss, conventional gate drivers exhibit switching loss, shoot-through loss and gate loss in their
switches. These losses are often neglected by engineers, providing an underestimate of the total drive loss. It was demonstrated in [6] that the power MOSFET CV RMS loss is approximately only 66.7% (170 mW) of the total gate drive circuit loss. The additional components of the gate drive circuit
loss include approximately 17.6% (45 mW) for switching loss
and 15.7% for gate loss (40 mW) in the driver switches. As illustrated in Fig. 3, normalized with respect to the CV RMS
gate loss, these components are significant. An additional 26%
of loss can be attributed to hard switching in the driver switches
and 24% to gate loss in the driver switches. Neglecting these
components yields an under estimate of gate loss that neglects
an additional 50% of the total gate circuit loss.
The problems of the conventional gate driver extend beyond
the gate drive circuit loss. There are two other significant
problems.
1) Since these drivers operate with voltage source RC type
charging and discharging, switching speed is limited. The
MOSFET gate current is limited to a value significantly
less than the peak driver current during the turn on and
turn off times which occur during the plateau and threshold
regions of the MOSFET gate-to-source voltage. This effect is clearly illustrated in Fig. 2, where the drive current at turn on and turn off decays significantly. During the
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Fig. 1. Conventional gate drive circuit with power MOSFET and its associated
parasitics.

Fig. 4. Typical MOSFET gate voltage waveform illustrating that the gate
voltage amplitude does not reach the control voltage of 5 V leading to increased
conduction loss; UCC37322 driving IRF6618 at 1 MHz ( -axis: 1 V/div,
-axis: 200 ns/div).

X

Fig. 2. Power MOSFET gate drive waveforms with conventional gate drive.

Fig. 3. Conventional gate drive circuit loss normalized with respect the power
MOSFET CV gate loss.

turn on switching time from the threshold to the end of the
. During the
Miller plateau, the gate current decays to
turn off switching time, the problem is even more severe
. Some conventional
since the gate current decays to
drivers attempt to overcome this problem with BJT driver
switches operating as current sources in the active region,
however, due to the limited gains of the devices, they do
not behave as ideal current sources.
2) A second significant problem is that these drivers typically
have a large source impedance (e.g., several s), so the

Y

gate drive voltage often does not reach the driver supply
when the MOSFET is turned on. This leads
voltage,
deto greater conduction loss since the MOSFET
creases with increasing gate voltage. This effect is illustrated in Fig. 4, where it is clear that the MOFET gate
voltage never reaches the driver supply voltage of 5 V. Furthermore, the very large source impedance leads to very
slow turn on and therefore high turn on switching loss.
For these two reasons, conventional gate drivers are not optimized to minimize switching loss or conduction loss.
From a gate energy perspective, in order to recover a portion
of the gate energy otherwise lost in conventional drivers, several papers have been published since the early 1990s proposing
resonant gate drive techniques. In most of these techniques, the
inductance is used to resonate with the gate capacitance for
charging, so switching speed is limited. Of the methods previously proposed, all of them suffer from at least one of six
problems.
1) High circulating current in the driver switches during the
power MOSFET on and off states resulting in excessive
conduction loss [7]–[12].
2) Peak driver current dependent on duty cycle, or switching
frequency resulting in switching times that vary with the
operating point [7]–[12].
3) High transient current in the driver switches during transients due to the DC energy storage in the blocking capacitance [7]–[12].
4) Large inductance [7]–[10], bulky transformer, or coupled
inductor [11], [12], [15]–[18], [20].
5) Slow turn on and/or turn off transition times, which increases both conduction and switching losses in the power
MOSFET due to charging the power MOSFET gate beginning at zero inductor current [13]–[23].
6) The inability to actively clamp the power MOSFET gate
to the line during the on time and/or to ground during the
off time, which can lead to undesired false triggering of
the power MOSFET gate, i.e., lack of Cdv/dt immunity
[14]–[21], [23].
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Fig. 5. Proposed current source gate drive circuit.

To solve the problems inherent to conventional drivers, the
five problems above, and to reduce switching loss, a new current source gate drive circuit is proposed in the following section. The driver achieves the two main requirements of a good
driver cited in the conclusion of [24], namely current source
drive during transitions to achieve high speed drive and operate
as a low impedance voltage source during the on and off states
to minimize false triggering. The proposed driver is suitable for
ground referenced drive applications and is best suited for applications in which there is natural limitation of the voltage across
the power MOSFET at turn off (e.g., the boost converter) [25].
II. PROPOSED CURRENT SOURCE GATE DRIVER
The proposed current source gate driver is illustrated in Fig. 5.
p-channel
It consists of four controlled switches,
and
n-channel) including their body diodes,
,
. The switches are controlled and
and a small inductance,
diodes are used to allow the inductor current to be discontinuous and allow the power MOSFET to turn on or off beginning
from a non-zero pre-charge current. Following charging, or discharging of the power MOSFET, the excess inductor stored en, thereby alergy is allowed to return to the supply voltage,
lowing ideally 100% of the power MOSFET gate charge energy
to be recovered.
,
The gating waveforms of the four driver switches,
along with the inductor current, gate current, power MOSFET
gate-to-source voltage and the line current are illustrated in
Fig. 6. The key waveforms to note are: 1) the inductor current,
, which is discontinuous to minimize conduction
labeled
loss, 2) the gate current, labeled , which remains approximately constant (in comparison to the conventional voltage
source drivers), although slightly increasing during the turn on
, which
and turn off transitions, and 3) the line current,
contains negative intervals, indicating that energy is returned
to the line. The operation of the circuit is explained in the
following paragraphs.
Initially it is assumed that the power MOSFET is in the off
state before time . The on states are indicated in Fig. 6 for
the driver switches and diodes. Initially, before , only switch
and
are on and the gate of
is clamped to zero volts.
The current paths during the intervals of the turn on stage are
has been replaced
illustrated in Fig. 7(a)–(e). It is noted that
by its equivalent total gate capacitance, .

Fig. 6. Waveforms of the proposed current source gate driver.

: At
turns on (with ZCS) turning off
by
commutation with zero current switching (ZCS) and allowing
the inductor current to ramp up as illustrated in Fig. 7(a). The
. Since
is
current path during this interval is
is clamped low. This interval is
in the on state, the gate of
the inductor current pre-charge interval and it ends at time ,
which is a pre-determined time set by the user.
: At
is turned off, which allows the inductor
current to begin to charge the power MOSFET gate as illustrated
in Fig. 7(b). The inductor current continues to ramp up from
the pre-charged level, but with a reduced slope as the voltage
across the gate capacitance increases. The current path during
. This interval ends at , when
this interval is
reaches
.
: At
is driven on and
is turned off, thereon to allow the inductor current to continue to
fore driving
as ilconduct into the dot through the path
lustrated in Fig. 7(c). This interval continues for a short dura-
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Fig. 7. Turn on operating intervals of the proposed current source gate driver.

tion until , when
is turned on (with ZVS) as illustrated in
Fig. 7(d). Most importantly, it is during this interval when the
stored energy in the inductor is returned to the line. This can be
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curve in Fig. 6.
observed from the negative portion of the
Also, during this interval, the inductor voltage has become reverse biased, so the inductor current quickly ramps down toremains
wards zero. During this interval, the gate voltage of
. The interval ends when the inclamped to the line voltage,
ductor current reaches zero at .
: At
turns off (with ZCS) and
turns on, which
clamps the driver supply voltage across both inductor terminals
as illustrated in Fig. 7(e). During this interval, the gate voltage
of
remains clamped to
. The interval ends at when the
pre-charging interval for the turn off cycle begins as dictated by
the PWM signal.
The current paths during the intervals of the turn off stage are
illustrated in Fig. 8(a)–(e).
: At , the turn off inductor pre-charging interval
is turned on (with ZCS)
begins as illustrated in Fig. 8(a).
by commutation (with ZCS). Since
therefore turning off
was previously on, the inductor current begins to ramp negative
. During this interval,
out of the dot through the path
the gate voltage of remains clamped to
. The interval ends
at .
: At
is turned off, which allows the inductor
current to begin to discharge the power MOSFET gate as illustrated in Fig. 8(b). The inductor current continues to ramp negative from the pre-charged level, but with a reduced slope as the
voltage across the gate capacitance decreases. The current path
, where
represents the
during this interval is
equivalent gate capacitance of . This interval ends at , when
reaches zero.
: At
is driven on and
is turned off, therefore
driving
on to allow the inductor current to conduct out of the
dot through the path
as illustrated in Fig. 8(c).
This interval continues for a short duration until , when
is turned on (with ZVS) as illustrated in Fig. 8(d). Most importantly, it is during this interval when the gate discharging energy is returned to
. This can be observed from the negative
portion of the
curve in Fig. 6. Also, during this interval,
the inductor voltage has become reverse biased, so the inductor
current quickly ramps down positive towards zero. During this
interval, the gate voltage of
remains clamped to ground. The
interval ends when the inductor current reaches zero at .
: At
turns off (with ZCS) and
turns on,
which clamps both inductor terminals to ground as illustrated
in Fig. 8(e). During this interval, the gate voltage of
remains clamped to ground. The interval ends at
when the
pre-charging interval for the turn on cycle begins and the entire process repeats as dictated by the PWM signal.
There are several benefits of the proposed current source
driver.
1) It behaves as a current source, which enables quick
switching and reduced switching loss (Section III).
2) The driver inductance is very small (Section IV).
3) The driver has the potential to recover gate energy
(Sections V and VI).
4) The peak current is independent of duty cycle and frequency, so it is suitable for different types of control and
wide operating conditions (Section VIII).
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Fig. 9. Comparison between the gate current waveform shapes for the conventional driver and an ideal current source driver.

III. SWITCHING LOSS SAVINGS
The potential for gate loss energy recovery was presented in
the previous section. This section elaborates on the potential for
switching loss energy savings by faster switching with a current
source driver. In hard switched converters, the actual potential
total switching loss savings can be much more significant than
the gate loss savings. This statement can hold true for most soft
switching converters, since zero voltage switching converters
typically only eliminate turn on loss, or with the addition of
snubber capacitors, they are not able to maintain zero voltage
switching across varying line and load conditions.
In hard switching converters, neglecting any body diode
reverse recovery and drain and common source inductance,
the turn on switching loss can be approximated by (2), and the
represents the voltage
turn off switching loss by (3), where
across the switch. In (2),
, represents the peak current
through the switch at turn on and represents the rise time. In
represents the peak current through the switch at
(3),
turn off and represents the fall time. Since both and are
both inversely proportional to the average gate current,
, it
is clear that switching losses can be reduced by increasing gate
current. However, in conventional gate drivers, this is generally
not possible since the peak current is already limited by the
current handling capability of the driver switches
(2)
(3)

Fig. 8. Turn off operating intervals of the proposed current source gate driver.

5) The inductor current is discontinuous, minimizing circulating current, so conductions losses in the driver are minimized (Section II).
6) The driver switches operate with soft switching
(Section II).

In the conventional driver, the gate current decays significantly from its peak value due to the RC type charging and discharging. On the other hand, the proposed current source gate
driver behaves like a nearly constant current source and the gate
current actually increases slightly during the rise and fall times
as illustrated in Fig. 9 where it is clear that the magnitude of
is greater than
and
, respectively. The result
is that the turn on and turn off times decrease significantly and
more importantly, the rise and fall times decrease significantly,
which decreases switching loss.
For a conventional gate driver, the turn on switching loss,
, is given by (4). In (4),
represents the gate current when the gate voltage is at the threshold and is given by
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(5). Also in (4),
represents the gate current when the gate
voltage is at the plateau and is given by (6). Other parameters
noted include the power MOSFET total gate charge at the begin, the total gate charge at the threshold,
ning of the plateau,
, the gate-to-drain charge,
, the source impedance of the
, the sink impedance of the driver,
, the MOSFET
driver,
, the MOSFET plateau voltage,
internal gate resistance,
and the external gate resistance in the drive circuit,

TABLE I
CIRCUIT PARAMETERS FOR SWITCHING LOSS CALCULATION COMPARISON

(4)
(5)
(6)
In addition, for a conventional gate driver, the turn off
, is given by (7). In (7),
represwitching loss,
sents the gate current when the gate voltage is at the threshold
represents the gate
and is given by (8). Also in (7),
current when the gate voltage is at the plateau and is given by
(9)
Fig. 10. Boost converter circuit used in simulation.

(7)
(8)
(9)
With an ideal current source driver with constant gate current,
, and turn off
, switching loss are
the turn on,
given by (10) and (11), respectively
(10)
(11)
To demonstrate the potential switching loss savings with a
current source driver, a boost converter example is used. Circuit
parameters are listed in Table I.
Equations (4)(11) are used to calculate the switching loss for
the conventional driver and an ideal current source driver. To
validate the results, the boost converter illustrated in Fig. 10 was
simulated with SIMetrix. Waveforms of the conventional driver
are given in Fig. 11 and for the current source driver age given in
Fig. 12. The results are summarized and a comparison is given
represents the sum of the turn on and turn
in Table II.
off switching loss.
The results in Table II demonstrate that a current source
driver can reduce switching loss significantly. There is also
good agreement between the theoretical calculated results and
the simulated results. In the example given, the rise time is
reduced from 48 ns to 19 ns and the fall time is reduced from
23 ns to 18 ns. The turn on loss is reduced by 1.05 W (from
2.62 W to 1.01 W) and the turn off loss is reduced by 0.22 W

Fig. 11. Boost converter MOSFET switching loss waveforms for the conventional driver; top: drain voltage and current, second: gate-source voltage, third:
gate current, bottom: power loss.

(from 1.15 W to 0.96 W). Therefore, the total switching loss
is reduced by 1.8 W (from 3.77 W to 1.97 W)—a significant
savings.
IV. CURRENT SOURCE DRIVER DESIGN PROCEDURE
The power MOSFET turn on transition time,
, (from 0 V
to
), or average gate current,
, must be chosen by the
designer for the given application. For the designer, there is
a tradeoff between speed, which translates into switching loss
savings, or reduced body diode conduction, and gate energy re) results
covery. Increased gate current (smaller values of
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TABLE II
CIRCUIT PARAMETERS FOR SWITCHING LOSS CALCULATION COMPARISON

Fig. 12. Boost converter MOSFET switching loss waveforms for an ideal current source driver; top: drain voltage and current, second: gate-source voltage,
third: gate current, bottom: power loss.

in greater conduction loss in the driver. Typically,
should
,
be less than 10% of the switching period. After selecting
should be selected.
the turn on inductor pre-charge time,
This is illustrated in Fig. 13 from
, of the inductor current
should be
waveform during the turn on interval. Typically,
. Larger values of
yield a larger required inless than
ductance and add more delay in the control loop. On the other
is too small, the gate energy recovery is limited,
hand, if
or the pre-charge current level is small. The optimized value of
is typically half of
.
In order to calculate the required current source inductance,
(12)–(14), must be used. Equation (12) is derived assuming that
there is no resistive loss in the drive circuit during
(12)
Equation (13) is derived using an approximation. The equivalent circuit during
is an under damped RLC circuit with initial inductor current, which is complex to solve. However, since
the power MOSFET gate capacitor voltage increases from zero
during
, then the average capacitor voltage during the
to

Fig. 13. Detailed inductor current waveform and power MOSFET gate voltage
during the turn on interval.

interval is
component,

/2. Using this approximation, the ripple current
, is approximated as
(13)

The current at time

is then approximated by
(14)

Using (12)–(14), the required inductance can be calculated
using
(15)
In summary, the current source driver can be designed as
follows.
1) Select
.
2) Set
at
/2.
, using (15).
3) Calculate the required driver inductance,
V. DRIVER LOSS COMPONENTS
The loss components of the proposed current source gate
drive circuit are outlined in the following sub sections.
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Fig. 14. Equivalent circuit during the turn on pre-charge interval.
Fig. 15. Equivalent circuit during the turn on interval.

A. Conduction Loss
This sub-section will focus on the conduction loss in the
driver switches. The power MOSFET being driven is represented by an RC network consisting of its parasitic series gate
, and an equivalent gate capacitance,
using
resistance,
total gate charge data from the device datasheet. During the on
state, the driver switches can be represented by series resis. The inductor copper loss can be represented
tances
.
by an equivalent series ac resistance,
The conduction loss can be determined by analyzing the
losses during the three main states of the turn on interval
and three states of the turn off interval (
) when
the inductor current is non-zero. The detailed inductor current
waveform and power MOSFET gate voltage waveform are
shown for the turn on interval in Fig. 13. Using a piecewise
linear approximation to simplify the analysis, the inductor
current waveform can be approximated using the dotted portion
, if it is assumed that the gate is driven by a constant
during
during
. The analysis of the
current source of value
turn on intervals is explained as follows.
: The equivalent circuit during
is given in Fig. 14,
where
and
have been lumped together as
(i.e.,
. The inductor current,
, is given
is quite small, the time
by (16). Since the series resistance
constant is large relative to the transition interval, so (16) can
be approximated by (17). Using the approximation, the RMS
current during this interval is given by (18) and the power con, during the interval is given by (19)
sumption,
(16)
(17)
(18)

Fig. 16. Equivalent circuit after turn on when the energy stored in the inductor
is returned to the line.

: The equivalent circuit during
is given in Fig. 15.
The circuit is a series RLC circuit consisting of
and
, where
and
have been lumped together as
(i.e.,
). Using the piecewise linear
approximation illustrated in Fig. 13, the RMS current during
is given by (21), shown at the bottom of the page, and the
, during the interval is given by (22),
power consumption,
shown at the bottom of the page.
: The equivalent circuit during
is given in Fig. 16,
where
and
have been lumped together as
(i.e.,
) and the diode voltage drop is considered
. The inductor current,
, is given by (23).
constant at
Since the series resistance
is quite small, the time constant is large relative to the transition interval, so (25) can be
approximated by (24). Using the approximation, the RMS current during this interval is given by (25) and the power consump, during the interval is given by (26), which simplifies
tion,
to (27)
(23)
(24)
(25)

(19)
The pre-charge time interval can be derived as
(20)

(26)

(21)
(22)
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TABLE III
CURRENT SOURCE DRIVER DESIGN PARAMETERS

(27)
The time interval
can be expressed by (28) and
can be expressed by (29)
(28)
(29)
To simplify the analysis, it can be assumed that the turn on and
turn off states of operation are identical. Therefore, under this
assumption, the total conduction loss in the proposed current
plus
source gate drive circuit is two times the sum of
plus
as given by
(30)
B. Gate Loss
The gate loss in

is given by
(31)

C. CV Output Loss
and
at turn on, is given by (32)
The CV output loss in
and
represent the output capacitance values
where
and
obtained from the MOSFET data sheets
for
(32)
Fig. 17. Proposed current source driver gate drive loss breakdown with comparison of total losses to total loss in a conventional driver circuit.

D. Turn Off Loss
and
turn off at the peak inductor current,
. The
and
is given by (33) where the fall times,
turn off loss in
and
are obtained from the MOSFET data sheets
(33)
E. Core Loss
The core loss can be obtained by standard core loss estimation
methods and should be small in comparison to the other loss
components. If air core inductors are used, the core loss is zero.
F. Logic Loss
The loss in the logic circuit should be negligible in comparison to the other components, so it can be neglected.
VI. DESIGN EXAMPLE
A design and loss analysis of the proposed driver was conducted using the design procedure presented in Section IV and
the loss analysis presented in Section V. The parameters for the
, of 50 ns, was
design are given in Table III. A turn on time,
, of 25 ns. Using
selected along with a pre-charge time,

these values, the calculated driver inductance is 208 nH. A loss
breakdown of the proposed driver is given in Fig. 17 using
(16)–(33). The results are compared to the estimated loss in
a conventional driver using (1) at 1.5 times the CV loss as
explained in Section I, Fig. 3. It is noted that the losses in the
conventional driver are 67% greater than those in the proposed
current source driver.
The largest loss component in the proposed current source
driver is conduction loss and the largest portion of the conduction loss is dissipated in the power MOSFET parasitic gate resistance, . A curve of current source driver loss as a function
are given in Fig. 18 in order to demonstrate the potential
of
benefits of using MOSFETS with lower internal gate resistance.

VII. LOGIC IMPLEMENTATION
The logic required to produce the gating signals for the four
is very simple. The waveforms used to
driver switches,
derive the logic are illustrated in Fig. 19. The logic circuit is illustrated in Fig. 20. The circuit requires only two delay elements
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Fig. 21. Photo of the proposed current source driver (CSD) in a boost converter topology (left) and the boost converter with UCC37322 driver (right;
UCC37322 driver on other side of board).

Fig. 18. Current source driver loss as a function of MOSFET gate resistance.

Fig. 19. Logic waveforms.

Fig. 20. Logic circuit.

and six logic elements. The delay elements can be implemented
using tapped delay line ICs. The output of the logic circuit is the
four gate drive signals. Following the logic, BJT pre-drivers are
used to drive the four switches.
VIII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Driver and Circuit Parameters
The proposed current source driver was built using discrete
components and compared to the Texas Instruments UCC37322

state of the art driver using the boost converter topology operating at 1 MHz. The UCC37322 driver contains parallel bipolar
and MOSFET driver switches and can deliver peak gate currents
up to 9 A at 14 V drive. The boost converter and its input/output
specifications were chosen as a simple, ground referenced drive,
single switch, test application in order to demonstrate the capabilities of the proposed current source driver. All specifications for the boost converter are the same as given in Section III,
Table I. In addition, an International Rectifier 10TQ035 schottky
diode was used in the boost converter. The output capacitance
consists of six 10 F, 16 V, 1206 ceramic capacitors. A six-layer,
1.5 oz. PCB was used for both prototypes. A photo illustrating
both prototypes is given in Fig. 21. The boost converter with
current source driver is on the left and the boost converter with
conventional driver, UCC37322, is on the right. It is noted that
the circuit area occupied by the proposed driver is much larger
than the conventional driver. However, for practical implementation and wide spread use, complete semiconductor integration
of the proposed driver would reduce its size significantly.
The current source driver was designed to deliver 1.25 A
average gate charging current to the IRF6618 gate in order to
demonstrate the switching loss savings discussed in Section III.
In order to do so, a turn on time of approximately 40 ns (
45 nC/1.25 A 36 ns) was selected with a precharge time of 20 ns. Dallas Semiconductor DS1100 tapped
delay lines were used to implement the delay times. Fairchild
UHS series discrete logic components were used to implement
the logic. Fairchild FMBT3646 BJT pair pre-drivers were used
. A 100 nH Coilcraft
to drive the CSD driver switches,
1812SMS-R10L air core inductor was used for the driver in. Fairchild NDS351AN n-channel MOSFETs were
ductance,
used for
and . Fairchild FDN342P p-channel MOSFETs
and .
were used for
B. Driver Operation
Waveforms for the proposed current source driver are given in
Fig. 22. The waveforms are given for one-cycle of operation at
1 MHz. The four driver gate signals are given along with the
gate-source voltage of the IRF6618 MOSFET and the driver
inductor current. All waveforms agree with the theory. Most
notably, the pre-charge intervals and turn on/off intervals are
demonstrated by the gating signals and inductor current shape.
and
switches are p-channel MOSFETs, so
Note that the
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Fig. 22. Current source driver waveforms; top: S and S gate signals (5 V/div,
200 ns/div), second: S and S gate signals (5 V/div), third: IRF6618 gatesource voltage (5 V/div), bottom: inductor current (1 A/div).
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Fig. 24. Detailed turn off waveforms; top: gate signals for S ; S and S
(5 V/div, 20 ns/div), second: IRF6618 gate-source voltage (2 V/div), bottom:
CSD inductor current (1 A/div).

iniwaveform is the driver inductor current. The turn on of
tiates the turn off inductor pre-charge interval, allowing the inductor current to ramp negative. After the designed 20 ns,
turns off (active low) allowing the inductor continue to continue
to ramp negative at a decreasing rate while at the same time discharging the gate of the IRF6618 power MOSFET. During this
interval the average drive current is approximately 1.25 A and
5 V to 0 V.
the power MOSFET voltage discharges from
turns on. After
After 40 ns, the gate is clamped low when
turns on, the inductor current ramps back down to zero while
the inductor energy is returned to
.
C. Boost Converter Efficiency and Losses
Fig. 23. Detailed turn on waveforms; top: gate signals for S ; S and S
(5 V/div, 20 ns/div), second: IRF6618 gate-source voltage (2 V/div), bottom:
CSD inductor current (1 A/div).

they are active low. The inductor current is discontinuous as
expected.
Detailed waveforms of the turn on transition are provided in
and are at the top
Fig. 23. The three control signals for
( not shown remains off for the entire turn on transition). The
middle waveform is the IRF6618 gate voltage and the bottom
(acwaveform is the driver inductor current. The turn on of
tive low) initiates the turn on inductor pre-charge interval where
the inductor current ramps up during the pre-charge time. After
turns off allowing the inductor continue
the designed 20 ns,
to continue to ramp up at a decreasing rate while at the same
time charging the gate of the IRF6618 power MOSFET during
. During this interval the average drive current is approximately 1.25 A and the power MOSFET voltage charges from
5 V. After 40 ns, the gate is clamped high when
0 V to
(active low) turns on. After
turns on, the inductor current
ramps back down to zero while the inductor energy is returned
.
to
Detailed waveforms of the turn off transition are provided in
and are at the top
Fig. 24. The three control signals for
( not shown remains off for the entire turn on transition). The
middle waveform is the IRF6618 gate voltage and the bottom

The efficiency and total loss curves (driver and boost converter powertrain) for the proposed current source driver and
UCC37322 are given in Figs. 25 and 26, respectively. The current source driver maintains greater efficiency and lower power
loss across the entire load range. Furthermore, the efficiency improvement at full load is 2.9%, representing a total power loss
savings of 1.85 W. It is noted that the loss savings of 1.85 W is
very close to the 1.8 W predicted and simulated in Section III.
The conduction loss savings with the proposed driver is estiof 3 m at 5 V gate
mated to be 18 mW assuming an
drive for the proposed driver and an
of 3.3 m at an effective drive voltage of 4.6 V for the UCC37322 driver.
A curve of loss savings with the current source driver with
respect to the conventional driver is given in Fig. 27. It is noted
that the proposed driver enables the boost converter to operate
with 24.8% less loss at full load than the conventional driver.
For many applications, this loss savings could potentially lead
to significant cost savings in components, heat sinks, or cooling.
D. Driver Losses
The proposed driver was tested at other turn on times of 20 ns,
50 ns, 80 ns, 110 ns, and 140 ns. There is a design tradeoff
for the proposed driver between speed and driver loss. Greater
switching speed (smaller turn on time) requires greater driver
current, which increases conduction loss in the driver. On the
other hand, an added benefit is that as turn on time decreases,
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Fig. 25. Efficiency curves as a function of load for the boost converter with
proposed current source driver and UCC37322 driver operating at 1 MHz, 5 V
input and 10 V output; NOTE: 2.9% efficiency improvement at full load.
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Fig. 28. Curves of driver loss and current source driver inductance as a function
of turn on time.

Fig. 29. Current source driver waveforms at 3% duty cycle; top: PWM signal
(5 V/div, 200 ns/div), second: IRF6618 gate-source voltage (2 V/div), bottom:
driver inductor current (1 A/div).

Fig. 26. Total loss curves as a function of load for the boost converter with
proposed current source driver and UCC37322 driver operating at 1 MHz, 5 V,
input and 10 V output; NOTE: 2.9% efficiency improvement achieved at full
load.

the required driver inductance also decreases. Curves of the proposed driver loss and required inductance are given as a func, in Fig. 28. Curves of the actual meation of turn on time,
sured driver loss and actual inductance used are also included.
It is noted that the proposed driver operates with lower driving
loss than the UCC37322 for all turn on times achievable with
the UCC37322 driver. While the driving loss savings is small
(50–100 mW for the example given), in other applications at
higher switching frequencies, or with multiple switches, the potential for gate energy savings can become a significant.
E. Range of Duty Cycle Operation

Fig. 27. Loss savings as a function of load current for the boost converter with
proposed current source driver with respect to the UCC37322 driver operating
at 1 MHz, 5 V input and 10 V output.

The proposed current source driver operates correctly for duty
cycles ranging from 0%–100%. Driver waveforms at 3% duty
cycle are given in Fig. 29. The top waveform is the PWM signal.
The second waveform is the IRF6618 gate-source voltage and
the bottom waveform is the driver inductor current. The peak
inductor current during turn on is 1.25 A as expected. However,
at turn off the peak inductor current is 1 A. The lower peak
inductor current at narrow duty cycles is expected since the turn
and the turn off pre-charge time,
on energy recovery time,
overlap. This overlap causes the turn off time to be slightly
slower than expected. However, if the power MOSFET gate is
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Fig. 30. Current source driver waveforms at 97% duty cycle; top: PWM signal
(5 V/div, 200 ns/div), second: IRF6618 gate-source voltage (2 V/div), bottom:
driver inductor current (1 A/div).

not fully discharged by the inductor current after
, it quickly
turns on. It is also noted that
discharges to ground when
when the PWM input duty cycle is 0%, the power MOSFET
gate-source voltage remains clamped at 0 V.
Driver waveforms at 97% duty cycle are given in Fig. 30.
The top waveform is the PWM signal. The second waveform
is the IRF6618 gate-source voltage and the bottom waveform
is the driver inductor current. In contrast to the 3% duty cycle
example, the peak inductor current during turn off is 1.25 A
as expected and the peak inductor current at turn on is 1 A. At
and
wide duty cycles, the turn off energy recovery time,
overlap resulting in the turn on
the turn on pre-charge time,
time to be slightly slower than expected. However, if the power
MOSFET gate is not fully charged by the inductor current after
, it quickly charges to
when
turns on.
F. Driver Inductor Tolerance
The most significant benefit of the proposed current source
driver is that it operates as a current source to drive the power
MOSFET during the turn on and turn off times. However,
another significant benefit is that during the remainder of the
switching period, the driver behaves like a conventional driver
with the power MOSFET gate clamped high, or low by the
driver switches. This complementary behavior of the driver
switches makes the driver very robust.
One common issue in implementation is inductor tolerance.
Inductors typically have tolerances of 20% or more. In the proposed driver, if the inductor is undersized, the power MOSFET
gate will charge and discharge quicker than expected. If the gate
voltage reaches the supply rails during the dead time between
and , then the body diodes of
and
clamp the voltage
high at turn on and low at turn off. This is illustrated in Fig. 31,
where the 100 nH inductance was replaced by a 40 nH inductance. The smaller inductance yields greater inductor current,
allowing the gate capacitance to charge/discharge quicker and
turns on at turn on and before
reach the supply rail before
turns off at turn off. At turn on, the gate voltage is briefly
by . At turn off, the
clamped to approximately 1 V above
.
gate voltage is briefly clamped to approximately 1 V by
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Fig. 31. (Current source driver waveforms illustrating the effect of an unS 2 V/div, 80 ns/div), bottom:
dersized inductor; top: gate signals for S
IRF6618 gate-source voltage (2 V/div.)

0

The examples in Figs. 29 and 30 demonstrate similar behaviour to when the inductor is above tolerance. In this case,
turn
the inductor current is lower than expected when , or
on, so the additional gate charge is supplied from the line, or
when they turn on.
discharged to ground through , or
IX. CONCLUSION
A new current source gate drive circuit has been proposed for
power MOSFETs. The proposed circuit achieves quick turn on
and turn off transition times to reduce switching loss and conduction loss in power MOSFETS. In addition, it can recover a
portion of the CV gate energy normally dissipated in a conventional driver. The circuit consists of four controlled switches and
a small inductor (100 nH or less, typical). The current through
the inductor is discontinuous in order to minimize circulating
current conduction loss in the driver. This also allows the driver
to operate effectively over a wide range of duty cycles with
constant peak current—a significant advantage for many applications since turn on and turn off times do not vary with the
operating point. The driver provides superior performance in
comparison to conventional drivers and solves the problems of
existing resonant gate drivers. Experimental results have been
presented for the proposed driver operating in a boost converter
at 1 MHz, 5 V input, 10 V/5 A output. At 5 V gate drive, a 2.9%
efficiency improvement is achieved representing a loss savings
of 24.8% in comparison to a conventional driver.
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